
Message from the CSREES Administrator
The American, university-based, agricultural knowledge system and the 
Cooperative State Research, Education, and Extension Service (CSREES) 
are characterized by many “c” words: cooperative, obviously; coordinat-
ed; collegial; collaborative; and, at times, chaotic. From a management 
point of view, all of these words signal difficulty, because the traditional 
key to effective management—another “c” word, control—is not 
among them. We achieve our collective goals by working together, 
sometimes acting as a team, sharing resources and, in the case  
of the federal partner, providing financial assistance. In other cases,  
for example, eXtension, CAP grants, and multistate projects, we literally 
pool resources to gain and apply knowledge to solve problems. When 
we team up in these ways, it is easy for us to demonstrate that we are 
working on national issues for the public good. This is essential to  
securing and sustaining federal resources in support of an inherently  
dispersed research, education, and extension system.

CSREES’ basic function is to cooperate with many universities and 
other institutions that receive grants, formula-based awards, and agree-
ments. However, our growing portfolios of work and, in many cases, 
sources of support come from our collaboration with other federal agen-
cies. This is nowhere more evident or important than in our collabora-
tions with the Agricultural Research Service (ARS). ARS scientists have  
a presence on more that one-half of the nation’s land-grant university 
campuses. Whether at this first-line, scientist-to-scientist level, or at the 
national program staff level, we not only cooperate, but also jointly lis-
ten to stakeholders, set priorities, and work to achieve a common strate-
gic goal. This collaboration is highly visible in projects such as the jointly 
developed “Blueprint for USDA Efforts in Agricultural Animal Genomics,” 
or the multiyear effort to better coordinate federal and university  
germplasm collection efforts.

Similarly, CSREES collaborates closely with the Economic Research 
Service in areas such as evaluation of nutrition assistance and education 
programs and assessment of the economic value of federal investments 
in research. 

Gathering stakeholder input is a vital element of our collaborative 
efforts. In this report, we use examples of agency research, education, 
and extension projects to detail how stakeholder input influences and 
helps drive the direction of our programs. Overall, internal coordination 
and joint planning in USDA research, education, and economics  
programs, combined with comprehensive and continuing stakeholder 
input processes, are essential to ensuring that we are using taxpayer 
resources wisely to address the most critical public needs. Often,  
this requires far more than simple cooperation, but true collaboration.

Colien Hefferan, Administrator
















